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Single platform for multiple 
payment types

Capability to carry forward item 
queues between clearing cycles 
across clearing days

Secure, encrypted communication 
across the network

Capability to suspend transactions, 
keep in abeyance, retry failed 
transactions

Processing high priority transactions 
"out-of-queue" enabling high-value 
transactions to go through first

Forward Presentment with "store and 
forward-attach" capability

A multi-currency, multi-session system 
enabling rolling, deferred net settlement 
for different transaction types

Use of CTS Cheque scanners for man-
date form capture enabling infrastruc-
ture sharing for optimal resource usage

Mandate management including 
transaction mandate validation prior 
to automated financial processing

Standing Instructions creation, 
maintenance and execution

Support for ISO20022 and ISO8583 
message format enabling STP with core 
accounting systems

Future enterprise ready





 Identifies UV bands

"Spots" entire zones, bank logos, text, 
symbols, "threads"

Analyzes content within UV zone

Indication of "NO PRESENCE" prompts 
human inspection

Real time detection of UV ink

Prompts for "SUSPECT TEXT" within UV 
zone for further review
 
Detects photocopies

Integrates with any application



Software and hardware engineered together to send IVR based 
bulk notifications to the customers and receive inline responses - 

an ideal tool to contain cheque frauds. 

Live interaction with the customer

Efficient and Cost-effective

Inline OTP / PIN authorization

Multi-lingual - English, Hindi & Regional 
languages supported

Enabling STP through ISO 8583 
messaging

Highly parametrized

Support for analog and digital 
telephone lines

Self maintenance functions

Detailed MIS for monitoring 
and analysis

Capable of completing 5000 
notifications in every three hours



A paradigm shift in conventional cheque processing, a native hybrid 
mobile capture application that enables a customer to deposit an item 

from anywhere, anytime!

Eliminates the use of specialized cheque scanning hardware, usable by 
Bank branches / teller counters processing low volume of items – 

allowing use of the SmartPhone as the truncating device.

Supports end-to-end Encryption, 
Automated, simple to use

Applies inbuilt image correction / 
image warping algorithms

Validates Image Quality for cheque 
processing ensuring minimal exception items

OCR reading of the MICR Codeline

Courtesy Amount recognition to read the 
item value and validating the deposit

Allows onboarding customers from 
multiple banks

Allows customers to deposit into any of 
their accounts

Can be offered as Paid Subscription for 
banks or packaged licensed software

Enables distributed capture

Image Capture for ExpressClear



Enterprise Ajax

Built-in support for 
standard frameworks, 

W3C compliant browsers, 
Scripting languages

Common Application 
Framework, XML based 

UI design, SOA, 
MQ, WS

Integrated Services 
Structure

Server Centric Core 
Application Deployment

Pluggable Components

Standard 
Reporting Libraries

Priority queues

Enterprise Security

Support for 
ISO 20022 and 

ISO 8583 
message formats

Scalable - 
Horizontal & Vertical




